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                Shed Centre | Addison Ousebank


    Addison Ousebank have been garden building agents for leading manufacturers for over 50 years.  Experienced, knowledgeable staff will be able to
    answer any questions you may have for your shed or workshop and can help you find the most suitable building for your needs.



    At Addison Ousebank you find out buildings will rarely, if ever, be the cheapest on the market.  They will however be of the best quality and value,
    so that you can get lasting enjoyment and peace of mind, knowing that you have one of the best made buildings money can buy.



    Corner sheds, flat roof and apex sheds and heavy duty workshops, can be purchased in a variety of external cladding options including Redwood and Cedar. 


	Heavy duty workshops and sheds suitable to take natural green living roofs
	Pent and Apex potting sheds.  Apex Potting sheds with half glazed roof
	Most buildings include installation onto your level prepared base
	Agents for leading manufacturers including Regency, A&J Sectional, Telesheds & Bertsch
	Long lasting and maintenance free cedar sheds and workshops are available to order.
	Experienced and knowledgeable staff available to help with any query you may have including designing bespoke buildings



    Help and advice available during opening hours by email or telephone 01234 821932 - please do not hesitate to get in touch. 



				            

            
                                    Recent Testimonials

                    
                                                    
                                Mrs Doorey  (20-Jul-21)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“Potting Shed 5x11 - I can only say how impressed I was from very first contact to saying thank you to your fitters.  You are an exceptional company and my shed is just superb, exactly  as described,  if not more. Can’t fault any of it.”                            

                                                    
                                Steve Hood  (19-May-21)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“I think in terms of feedback the whole process has been great from the initial contact to the excellent installation by two very competent workmen. The product is great value for money compared to other of a similar nature on offer in the marketplace.”                            

                                                    
                                Mrs M Adams  (14-May-18)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“"a fabulous service and I am loving the shed"” View Image                            

                                                    
                                Mr Jones, Luton  (29-Apr-17)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“So pleased with my new Hanson workshop which was insulated and lined by Ross.  I have moved everything in and am now fully operational with my business.”                            

                                                    
                                Emil - Bertsh Building Installer  (19-Aug-15)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“The quality of the Bertsch buildings are second to none.  They slot together with exact precision.  I have never installed such good quality buildings.  In my opinion they fit together like 'Lego'.  The wood is dried out for around 24 months before manufacturer which, in my opinion, they fit togethe...”                            

                                                    
                                Mr Massey  (14-May-15)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“Really pleased with the finish on the shed, probably even better than I thought!”                            

                                                    
                                Mr Munn-barron  (12-May-15)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“We are very happy with this shed, the third building we have purchased from you. It is again, well made and delivery was on time, with installation going very quickly.Your service was once again first class.
”                            

                                                    
                                John, Cambridge  (09-Dec-14)
                                  
                           
                               
                               
                           
                                
“It's a great building... really top quality. I had some very enthusiastic feedback from our neighbour too.”                            
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                                    LEAD TIME UPDATE: (20th July) - Current lead times are 18-20 weeks from the date of order. more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    PRICE INCREASE: Prices are due to increase on 1st AUGUST 2021. more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    LEAD TIME UPDATE: 16-18 weeks from date of order (as at 22nd April 2021) more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    LEAD TIME UPDATE: Now working to 12-14 weeks from date of order and increasing as we go further into Spring.. more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Manufacturing lead time (as of March 21) is 10 to 12 weeks from date of order and increasing. Please check for current lead times with the office as they are changing weekly more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    IMPORTANT NOTE: FOR TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES PLEASE RING 01507 338808  more
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    IMPORTANT NEWS - Please note due to re-location our  display site is now closed.  Please call the office on 01507 338808 for further information.  Please accept our apologies for any inconvenience. more
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